
[Ukraine, Protests, Internal Politics, Russia] Ukraine offers amnesty to pro-Russian separatists – BBC News.

[India, Elections, Internal Politics] India elections: millions turn out in first big day of voting – The Guardian.

[Australia, Japan, Trade, Diplomacy] Australia and Japan Conclude Free Trade Deal – The Diplomat.


[Italy, Immigration, Borders] Italy rescues 4,000 migrants in 48 hours in escalating crisis – Reuters.


[U.S., Crimea Crisis, Public Opinion, Lulz] The less Americans know about Ukraine’s location, the more they want U.S. to intervene – Washington Post, Monkey Cage blog.

[Agriculture, Trade] Banana Supply Seen by UN’S FAO at Risk as Disease Spreads – Bloomberg News.


[U.S. Navy, Railguns, Technology] Navy prepares to take railgun to sea – Ars Technica.


[India, Business, Philippines] India losing 70% voice and call centre business to Philippines: report – NDTV Profit.

[North Korea, South Korea, Maritime] North Korean crew missing after capsize off South – BBC News.


[Chad, CAR, African Union, Peacekeeping Operations] Chad to withdraw peacekeeping troops from Central African Republic – Los Angeles Times.

[Infectious Diseases, Mali, Sierra Leone, Guinea] Ebola outbreak: Mali on alert – BBC News.

[South Korea, Ballistic Missiles] South Korea Extends Ballistic Missile Range – The Diplomat, Flashpoints blog.
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[Iraq, ISIL, Terrorism] ISIL jihadists open new front in Baghdad push – Agence France-Presse.

Quebec separatist party suffers crushing defeat – Associated Press. (Commentary and analysis of the Parti Quebecois defeat from The Economist.)

Ukraine’s Rust Belt Faces Ruin as Putin Threatens Imports – Bloomberg News.

Shark fin trade from Hong Kong to China drops almost 90 per cent in one year – South China Morning Post.

Iran sends Syria 30,000 tons of food supplies – Associated Press.

Leftist Luis Solis wins Costa Rican presidential poll – BBC News.

Libyan rebels agree to reopen two oil terminals after deal – BBC News.

Philippine top court defies church to back birth control – BBC News.

Burger King Expands Into Crimea After McDonald’s Exit – Moscow Times.

Companies advise users to change passwords due to possible Heartbleed attacks – Softpedia. (Canada halted online tax returns and extended the period for citizens to submit them as the internet grappled with the major security issue, IDG News Service reported.)

Russia accuses 25 Ukrainians of planning terror attacks – BBC News.

BJP puts ‘no first use’ nuclear policy in doubt – Reuters.

Israel-Palestine prisoner deal to revive talks – Agence France-Presse.

Greece makes promising return to bond market – Los Angeles Times.

Venezuela president and opposition agree formal talks – BBC News.

UN may approve force for Central African Republic – Associated Press.
[Taiwan, Protests, Internal Politics] Sunflowers End Occupation of Taiwan’s Legislature – The Diplomat, Flashpoints blog.